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I- INTRODUCTION

I-1 THE EVEIL PROJECT
EVEIL is an international project organized by six European partners and financed by the
program COMENIUS of the European Union.
The EVEIL project helps young children with visually impairment get a better access to
reading and writing, to books, newspapers and other sources of information. Improving the
literacy of visually impaired children will help them take part in society more effectively and
with greater ease, and fully enjoy culture as well as become independent and responsible
European citizens.
The project aims on creating a network of professionals in the field of pre-reading activities
for blind and partially sighted children.

Following the example of a method developed by FAF in France, project partners will
develop conceptualization and pre-reading courses for blind and partially sighted preschool
children, using a children’s book.
The chosen story is “The Very Tiny Doll”, by Marie-Hélène Delval and first published as “La
très petite poupée” © Bayard Editions, 2009.
Partners involved in the workshops (Czech, Romanian and Slovak partners) had work on the
preparation and the implementation of workshops with children, following the example of a
method developed by FAF in France.

I-2 THE FRENCH “PRE-LECTURE” METHOD
This experience is centered on the particular needs and possibilities of blind and partially
sighted young children and concerns children literature, pre reading, representations and
language development.
The French Federation has been conducting it for 4 years, with specialized staff as
psychologists, educators, psychomotricians, speech therapists…working day to day with
blind and partially sighted young children.
At the early end of the school year the specialised staff chooses children (from 3 to 7 years
old) to form a group of 5 children to whom pre reading workshops would be a most
important help.
A selection of children story books is made, among rich good quality literature.
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The staff will choose one of those books and will then have four monthly four hours
meetings to focus on what makes the essence of the story, how it meets the child’s own
experience and concerns and the staff works to appreciate what could be the obstacles to
understanding some words or situation described in the story, regarding to early blindness
or visual impairment.
It is known that especially early blind children may properly use words and expressions as if
they were familiar with them, but without actually knowing what those words or expressions
refer to !
The staff then conceives a progressive series of language and exploratory activities to allow
the children to make those words and situations their own.
Materials are looked for, and bought to prepare the pedagogic kit (for instance some very
realistic plushes to help discover the shape of some animals, some very realistic imitation
toys and also actual everyday life objects.
If the needed materials for the experiences are impossible to find in a shop, they are looked
for or made by the staff, (for instance bark, bundles of firewood…).
The idea is to use those materials in the workshops to allow and encourage children to
explore objects with their hands or to explore or play situations in the room space at the
same time as they comment what they are doing or discovering.
The idea is to help them discovering the right word or the closest expressions to what they
feel or experiment. Soundtracks are also prepared in order to stimulate the children in giving
importance to all the information they can infer from listening to the surroundings and to
connect objects, animals, situations with the sound they may produce.
When it is possible we also introduce tasting and smelling.
One storybook will generate for the kids 4 to 5 monthly workshops of 2 hours.
At the beginning of each workshop the children will be invited to recall , to reconstruct
together the text they have heard the previous time, and only afterwards, we do read again
for them the exact full story.
All the workshops are animated by 2 persons among those who have taken part to all the
preparation meetings.
The staff also prepares for each child an adapted Braille or large types book, illustrated with
tactile material. The books are generally presented to the children at the beginning of the
last workshop, so that as many as possible of the tactile pictures in the book can refer to a
life-size object that the children have discovered during the previous workshops.
The adapted books are delivered to the parents for the children, with a recording of the
story with sound effects and indication for page turning.
At the end of the complete workshops experience, all the objects of the pedagogic kit are
gathered with one specimen of the adapted Braille book and a complete booklet is written
to present the objectives and content, with a schedule proposal.
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II- PREPARATION OF THE WORKSHOPS
I-1 PREPARATORY MEETINGS

Team who was working on this part of the project consisted of 6 members (all of them were
special pedagogues).
The preparatory meetings allowed to organize the 4 workshops with :
- Objectives
- Progress of the workshops
The preparatory meetings allowed to organize meetings with the parents in order to :
- Familiarization with project (agreement with participation of their child in workshop)
- Create the group meeting – to give them information about the project.
There were 4 workshops (each lasted about 60 – 70 minutes) with children and at the fifth
workshop parents of the children were invited.
The workshops were organized on the :
- 17th December 2010
- 25th January 2011
- 18th March 2011
- 7th April 2011
The professionals involved in the working groups were :
- For the animation of the workshops :
o A special pedagogue
o A speech therapist
- For the observation and the creation of the books :
o 4 special pedagogue and speech therapist
Pedagogues found important usage of child creative play, they prepared creative tasks e.g.
building a bed for the doll with a box of bricks, used art tasks e.g. draw a doll (and describe
her feelings).
There were tasks with sorting things (which were or weren‘t related to the story) and
activities for developing of motor skills.
There was also attempt to make children to cooperate and work in pairs or in a group.
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I-2 DESCRITPION OF THE ACTIVITIES
I-21 WORKSHOP N°1: FAMILIARIZATION WITH CHILDREN AND THE STORY
In the workshop there participated 4 children (1 was sick, so the child couldn’t come).
Two special pedagogues led the workshop due to pre-prepared scenario.
The whole process was observed by 3 special pedagogues with longtime experience with
visually impaired children. The whole workshop was recorded by professional cameraman.
PROGRESS OF THE WORKSHOP:
Part 1: Introduction
Where do we work?
Why did we come to your kindergarten?
One day, two ladies came to our school and asked us, if they could give us special
homework. We found it interesting, so we agreed. We got a paper with a story for children.
There were only letters with no pictures. So we told ourselves: „What about creating a book
with pictures? Children would love it.“ We started working on that book and we found out,
that we need smart children from kindergarten, who like listening fairy tales and who would
like to help us. So here we are.
I like fairy tales. When I was a child, my mum and dad used to read me them. What
fairy tales do you like? Does somebody read you fairy tales? Who? What does he/she read
you? Are there pictures in these books? Which book do you prefere? (with bright pictures or
only in black and white)
We are chatting and I forgot to introduce myself. You know your friends, but we don’t know
you. Let’s play an introducing game. Let’s sit into the circle, I will take this ball and who will
get the ball say his/her name aloud, do you agree?
Part 2: Games
Sending the ball from hand to hand round the circle
Sending the ball on the ground inside the circle
Sending the ball pronouncing the name who we are sending the ball to
Now we already know each other and it’s time to read you the story. Listen what happen
once to one little girl and her tiny doll.
Part 3: First reading (+ talking about the story 10 minutes)
That’s the end of the story. What do you remember? What was it about? What did the girl
lose? Where was the doll?
Maybe there is a girl who loses a doll. I read the doll fell out of the anorak (windjacket), do
you know what an anorak (windjakcet) is? – show real red anorak
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What is your favourite toy at home, at kindergarten?
In the story there were fallen leaves.
Where did it fall from?
When you look out, are the leaves on the trees?
Why aren’t they there?
What colour were the leaves, when they were falling of the trees in the autumn?

Part 4: A wind play and others
let’s try how the wind blew, when were the leaves falling of the tree (we blow)
Let’s try what can wind do with a scarf (catch the scarf and move it up and down or
drop the scarf)
Chose papers with autumn colours
Torn pieces of paper as a leaves
Let’s pretend we are the tree (with colour papers in our hands or pockets) – the tree
has roots and it stands firmly in the ground, it only moves with its branches (hands) –
the breeze is blowind, then comes wind, then sorm, branches aare bending…and the
wind stopped blowing. In autumn the tree prepares to hibernation. What does it do?
It starts throwing down the leaves. At the beginning only few and then all of them.
Then children come and start to play with the leaves.
Throwing the leaves
Walking in the leaves, kicking the leaves
Collecting the leaves, put it on the table and blowing into it
Trying to catch falling leaves

Part 5: Second reading
We experienced falling leaves in autumn, now let’s read the story again.
Have you ever lost any toy? Which?
Why did the girl lose the doll? – we are jumping
How did the girl feel, when she lost the doll? – we are sad, we cry
What did the doll do? Where was the doll making a bed?
Was she scared in the night?
Can you show how the doll was not moving?
Have you ever stay in the dark out?
What did the doll prepare for the bed?
Did the girl find the doll? Was she happy? – show me how she was happy
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Part 6 : conclusion
We are happy we could chat and play with you. Next time we come, we will prepare
something interesting about the girl and her lost doll.
Things we brought:
1. ball
2. colout papers
3. anorak (windjacket)
4. a scarf
5. sheet about cooperation in the project for parents
6. books (one colour, the other black and white)
Atmosphere during the workshop was pleasant, working, children cooperated, they reacted
promptly and spontaneously.
They understood sense of motivation games immediately. They were interested in the story
and after the second reading they remembered less frequented words.
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I-22 WORKSHOP N°2 : DEVELOPMENT OF VOCABULARY, NARRATION WITH
HELP OF PICTURE SCHEMA
The second workshop with children took place in January in kindergarten Elišky
Krásnohorské.
Four children were presented in this workshop (2 girls and 2 boys).
First we welcomed the children then we told them what we were going to do. We asked
they what they remembered, why we were at kindergarten last time, what we were doing.
We revised our names (with a cuddly toy) and we discussed about book which is read to us
before we go to bed.
Children remembered story, which was read during the first workshop and they reacted
spontaneously.
PROGRESS OF THE WORKSHOP:
Part 1: Introduction
Do you remember why we came to your kindergarten last time? What were we
doing?
We revise our names (with a cuddly toy)
What books does your teacher read before you go to bed?
Do you remember the story that we read you last time?
-

Who was the story about?
What did the girl lose?
Where she had the doll?
Where did she lose her?
What did the doll do?

Part 2: First reading of the story
-

Where did the girl go?
Why did she lose her doll?
How did the girl feel when she found out she has lost her doll?
What did the doll do?
Where did she prepare her bed?
What did she need for it?
Did the girl find her doll?
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Part 3: Tasks for children
Choose objects from the bundle which belong to the story (an anorak, a jumping
rope, a girl, a doll, a mitten, leaves, feathers, match, candy wrapping) and which
objects doesn’t belong to the story (e.g. an animal, a slipper, a scarf, a plastic bag)
We discuss objects which do belong to the story – children try to match the real
object to object in the story
Body movements – we express: how the doll was lying on the path, how she
waved her hands and shake her legs, how did she run to hide from the rain, how
she was cold, how the wind blew (breeze, strong wind)
Every child take a jumping rope and tries to jump the rope
Part 4: Another tasks for children
Let’s build a bed for the doll with the Lego bricks
Now we have the bed, we can make the doll sleepy (play song Lulaby for an ant –
CD)
Part 5 : Reading the story with pictures
Reading the story with showing the pictures connected to the story
Let’s create a thread of the story with the pictures (each child has its own set of
pictures)
Attempt to narrate the story with the pictures

Material used are :
-

a big doll (girl)
a little doll
red anorak
a scarf
6 jumping ropes
candy wrapping
a feather
cuddly animal
a mitten
leaves
plastic bag
6 sets with pictures from the story
Lego
CD with lulaby song
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I-23 WORKSHOP N°3: ACTIVITIES CONNECTED WITH NARRATING STORY.
CREATING THE BOOK.
The third workshop was held in March in kindergarten Elišky Krásnohorské.
Five children (three boys and two girls - Ondra, Petr a Honzík, Vendulka a Leontýnka) took
part.
We first welcomed the children, then we told them what were we going to do. We asked
them what they remembered from the last workshop why we were there and what were we
doing together. If they remember what we promised them to take this time (a book).
We went through pictures related to the story and children tried to narrate parts the story.
Children remembered the story from the previous workshops and they reacted
spontaneously.
PROGRESS OF THE WORKSHOP:
Part 1 : Introduction
Why we came here? Are you looking forward to spring? (what can you do outside,
what‘s the weather like, what is in blossom…)
Do you remember what we promised to bring to you? (a book)
We go through the pictures related to the story and children try to narrate parts of
the story

Part 2: Read the story
Part 3: Tasks for children
In the room there are situated subjects related to the story (an anorak, a jumping rope, a
girl, a doll, a mitten, leaves, feathers, a match, an umbrella, a candy wrapping, a broom).
Children walk in the room to find these hidden objects. On the carpet there are 11 blank
sheets of paper (each for one object) to children know if they found all of them.
When they find them, they say what purpose do these object have in the story.

Part 4: Read the story
After reading children play game called „traffic light“. Each child have red and green circle of
paper.
After sentence they hear, they must decide if the statement was true (pick up green paper)
or false (pick up red paper). If the statement is false, they have to correct the statement.
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Part 5: Tasks for children
We tell children that the book we brought is for blind children, that’s why there can’t be any
drawn pictures.
We give blinders to children and then we pass pieces form the book (a doll, a girl, a leaf, a
broom, an umbrella, a send path) and children guess what they „see“.

Part 6: Exposition of pictures from the book
We show pictures from our book to children and discuss about them.

Part 7: Tasks for children
We put set of pictures from the book all over the room and children find them and put them
in the correct order.
Part 8: We help children to bind the pictures to create the book
We give a lace to children and help them to bind up the pages and „finish“ the book.
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I-24 WORKSHOP N°4 : NARRATING THE STORY, USING THE BOOK.
The fourth workshop was held in April in kindergarten Elišky Krásnohorské.
Three children – two boys and a girl (Petr, Honza, Vendulka) participated at this workshop
(another 2 children came for the last 10 min).
We welcomed the children. We asked them if they remembered why we came and what we
promised to bring (a book for each of them). We spoke about the story we read to children.
Then we gave them the books and we browsed the books together.
Children remembered the story and reacted spontaneously. They were very excited and they
worked with their books spontaneously. They listened the recorded story on the CD with the
signal to turn the page. Children listened the story twice and every time they reacted very
well with interest. Children narrated the whole story with help of the pictures in the book.
They played with the book, played with the dolls, put them in the correct place in the book.
During this activity we felt that children really enjoyed the book.
For another task we went outside. We hid objects related to the story all around the garden.
We discussed with children what should they look for. Children liked the game and they
were looking for the objects with pleasure.
PROGRESS OF THE WORKSHOP:
Part 1: Introduction
Welcoming the children
Talking about weather, spring days
Do children remember we promised them to bring (new book)?
Controlled interview about the story (with questions e.g. what happened the girl,
where did she lose the doll, how did she survive the night, what is the end of the
story…)

Part 2: Giving round the books
Let children enough time to browsing the book, tactile exploration and manipulation with
the objects

Part 3: Compare the book with normal book from the bookshop
What is the difference between this book and normal book? (it has letters and dots,
no painted pictures)
Why are there unusual pictures? (to children could touch them)
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How do blind children view pictures? (with hands, touching)
We explain braill to children (they try to copy one line)
During browsing the pages, children try to guess parts of the story

Part 4: Listening of the story from CD
We explain children what is sound signal for (blind children know when to turn the
page)
Listening to the story with turning the pages
Part 5: Narrating the story
We asked the children to narrate the story with the book
Part 6: Finding the objects outside
This task was supposed to be in the third workshop, but because of the bad weather
it was postponed
We show children six objects from the story (a doll, a girl, an umbrella, the feathers, a
broom, a mitten) and we hide them in the garden, the children are supposed to find
them.
Part 7: Evaluation
We ask children what will they do with the book at home
We express thanks for the cooperation
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I-3 COOPERATION AND ATTITUDE OF PEDAGOGUES
Task of this team was describe the objectives of workshops with children, select two persons
who will conduct workshops with children, select a group of six preschool children, who will
be involved in workshops, draw up a timetable for workshops with children and
responsibilities of persons involved.
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III-

PARTICIPANTS OF THE WORKSHOPS

All children (3 girls and 3 boys) were from four to six years old.
All of them had at least one of these diseases: Serious short sight, lazy-eye blindness,
strabismus.
Because the pedagogues hadn’t known the children before and they had very few
experience with so young children, they pre-tested all activities from the workshops with
older children from our school. So that they could better estimate duration of activities,
possible responses of children and possible problems during implementation at the nursery
school.
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IV-

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WORKSHOPS

IV-1 CALENDAR OF IMPLEMENTATION
The 4 workshops were organized on the :
- 17th December 2010
- 25th January 2011
- 18th March 2011
- 7th April 2011

IV-2 TEAM INVOLVED IN THE IMPLEMENTATION

The professionals involved in the working groups were :
- For the animation of the workshops :
o A special pedagogue
o A speech therapist
- For the observation and the creation of the books :
o 4 special pedagogue and speech therapist
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IV-3 OBSERVATION DURING THE IMPLEMENTATION
Workshops lasted approximately 60 minutes (only the third one lasted almost 90 minutes).
At the beginning it was difficult to establish contact with children from the nursery
school. There were often more observers than children.
Children couldn’t get used to new adult watching them. Some of them were very shy
and didn’t communicate viva voice too much. Whereas in control group we set at our school
(children in 1st class) there was no problem in communication, because all children already
knew the teachers.
We also think the monthly periods among the workshops were too long for children.
Children were unsure and they were remembering with more difficulties and we had to
overcome the coyness – barrier again and again.
Another problem was that children were ill very often (only two children participated
all four workshops).
It is interesting to observe the reactions of children, because you cannot see all the children
at the same time during the workshop.

In the films we had detailed observation of reactions and responses of children.
We could take our time to see and think of mistakes we did.
We got feedback (we saw activities children loved or weren’t interested too much).
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V- THE HAPTIC BOOK

V-1 METHODOLOGY AND PRESENTATION
Priorities for creation of this haptic book were following:
- different material (not sharp or fragile),
- material nice to haptic perception, bright colours and simple pictures - to make easier
the visual perception (there were no blind children),
- explicitly shapes as simple as it was possible,
- appropriate size of the book for easier orientation,
- distribution of the objects was from the middle to sides.
To rise interest we let some parts movable (doll, skipping rope, gate, mitten).
In different activities children put pictures into the correct order (at the beginning we used
black and white pictures which predated haptic pictures).
Later children could try with blinders how blind children perceive haptic pictures.
At the end children bound up the haptic book on their own.
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Page 1

Page 2
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Page 3

Page 4
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Page 5

Page 6
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Page 7

Page 8
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V-2 HOW CHILDREN AND PARENTS ACCEPT THE BOOK

All children accepted the book positively.
Also very interesting was the discussion about the haptic book.
Children concerned about the kind of pictures, used material, writing for blind children (they
touched braill letters).
They loved touching and exploring the haptic pictures.
On the other hand they felt uncomfortable during going through the book with blinders on
their eyes.
Children also liked listening the recorded story and learnt very quickly to turn the page on
sound sign.
So children could also listened the story on a cd at home after the workshops finished.
All parents liked haptic book in spite of none of these parents had ever seen this kind of
book before and they said they would welcome more books of this type.
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VI-

EVALUATION

VI-1 GENERAL EVALUATION
Pedagogues also interviewed a teacher who observed all of the four workshops.
She said: “At first I thought the story was too abstract for children to understand it, but I
liked the way you presented it, objects you used, that children could touch real objects from
the story and activities you prepared for the children. I saw, children were looking forward
to the workshops. I was surprised that children weren’t afraid of cameraman or all the
people. They behaved naturally. They were interested in the story and they were active
almost all the time. Other children at nursery school were curious about the workshops
(where did their friends go and what did they do there). And children told them about the
workshops and narrated the story to them. Then we discussed about blind children and
explored what is “not to see“ like.“


-

Concerning pre-reading (acquisition of vocabulary, conceptualization, etc.):
Development of word stock, speech promptness, development of articulation
skills, narrating with picture thread with understanding, games for motivation
and arising interest in reading and for understanding the text, activating
interest in children books


-

Concerning tactile exploration:
At children with severe visual impairment predominated haptic exploration
over visual exploration, at the 3rd workshop children could try how blind
children explore their books, they loved haptic pictures. Aid were made to fit
children‘s hands, have interesting shapes and to be nice and cosy for them.


-

Concerning audio discrimination:
Development of auditory memory, children had to identify sound from
different distances and from different people


-

Other:
Development of fine and gross motor skills, perception, attention
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VI-2 WEAK POINTS FOR THE PEDAGOGUES TEAM
The pedagogues hadn’t known the children before and they had very few experience with so
young children. So they pre-tested all activities from the workshops with older children from
our school. So that they could better estimate duration of activities, possible responses of
children and possible problems during implementation at the nursery school.

At the beginning it was difficult to contact the children for cooperation (the children were
the most spontaneous in the last workshop). During the workshops activities the children
behaved and were well-disciplined and it was obvious they were doing the tasks with
pleasure.

VI-3 STRONG POINTS FOR THE PEDAGOGUES TEAM
All the Tasks ordered from the easiest.
During the first workshop there were explained less frequent words - e.g. anorak or broom
(children were showed the real objects to touch it).
In other workshops children already used these words in their speech.
In the first and second workshop pedagogues prefered real objects (anorak, broom,
matches, candy wrapping, doll of the size of little girl) whereas in other two workshops
material from the haptic book was used.
Leaders of the workshop began with familiarization of the object in the story (sorting
objects, finding objects).
They also asked children a lot of questions about the content of the story and at first they
expected only one or two word answer. The more times children heard the story the more
demanding the tasks were e.g. decide if the statement - sentence taken from story - was
correct and if it wasn‘t they should say it right.
Children were also putting the pictures in the right order and they described what was in the
picture.
At the end of the workshops they were narrating the story on their own with the help of
picture thread.
Some of the activities were very positively accepted. Especially: creating leaves from colour
papers, catching these leaves falling down the tree, seeking hidden objects on the ground,
exploring things etc., over the way quite difficult was putting the pictures from the story into
the right order.
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VI-4 ASSESSMENT KIT
Children n°1

workshop 1

workshop 2

workshop 3

workshop 4

Participation of the child

yes

yes

yes

yes

Specific conditions for
implementation of the
workshop

Special nursery
school

Special
nursery school

Special
nursery
school

Special
nursery
school + in
the garden

She was
carefully
listening to the
story, but
didn’t react.

She was
carefully
listening to
the story.

She was
listening to
the story.

She reacted
very well,
but she
didn’t talk.

She reacted
very well.

Attitude of the child while
listening to the story

She was listening
to the story

Memorized part of the text

She reacted very
well, but she didn’t
talk.

She reacted
very well, but
she didn’t talk.

Understanding of less
frequent words in the
story

She reacted very
well, but she didn’t
talk.

She reacted
We can’t
She
very well, but
say if she
understands
she didn’t talk. understands the read text.
the read
text.

Tactile exploration (afraid
to touch or not, use both
hands to discover, explore
the density, the texture,
hand exploration, finger
exploration, known to
dissociate the fingers,
using thumb-index, know
how to present the
different parts of the
object, know how to put
the object or animal in
relation to their own body
and space…

She was dragged
into the game – she
was picking up and
throwing the leafs,
she experienced
autumn wind
blowing to her
cheeks and hands

She worked
better than in
the first
workshop.

She didn’t
She closes
find objects her eyes, she
for the story browses the
on her own,
book with
but she was touching, she
working in a
tries to
pair with
unstick or
her friend, untie parts of
we saw an
pictures, she
effort to fill
plays with
the task.
movable
She was
pictures, she
actively
swaps dolls,
“reading”
put them to
the book,
the different
she loved
places,
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Audio discrimination
Interest for the sounds,
associate a sound to an
origin, qualities of the
formulation, recognizes
the voice of other
participants

Collective attitude (respect
for others, kindness
between them, the group
concept, mutual help…)

Speaking spontaneously or
after solicitation

Active participation to
games / workshops

the book
and
positively
perceived
haptic
pictures.

combines

She reacted (with
smile) to sounds
from different
distances.

She passively
listened the
lullaby.

She didn’t
react or
cooperate
during the
game –
traffic light.

She listens
cd, reacts to
the sound
signal very
well but after
all she checks
the
correctness
at her friend.

She behaved well,
cooperate in group.

She behaved
well,
cooperated in
group but is
still very shy.

She didn’t
respect
anyone in
the group,
she poked
other
children
with her
head and
pushed
other
children
away, she
was lying on
the table.

She
demanded
help from
other
children and
relied to her
friends.

She wasn’t
reacting
viva voice.

She was
barely
reacting
viva
voice.

She plays
with dolls
and answers
the
questions,
she speaks.

She was
actively
participating
during
drawing, was
copying her
friend, smiling,
during game

She pointed
the correct
pictures
under the
table, she
was
currious,
sometimes

She joins in
all activities
and relies to
her friends.

She wasn’t
reacting viva
voice.

She reacted very
well, but she didn’t
talk
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hide and seek
reacted
negatively
(was tired),
she was
yawning.

she was
copying
other
children.

Positive strong points

We used all
possibilities for the
best visual
stimulation.

We used all
possibilities
for the best
visual
stimulation.

We used all
possibilities
for the best
visual
stimulation.

We used all
possibilities
for the best
visual
stimulation.

Specific problem

She is shy.

She is shy.

She is
stubborn.

no

Children n°2

workshop 1

workshop 2

workshop 3

workshop 4

Participation of the child

yes

yes

yes

yes – last 10
minutes

Specific conditions for
implementation of the
workshop

Special nursery
school

Special
nursery school

Special
nursery
school

Special nursery
school+ in the
garden

He wasn’t
listening to the
story very
carefully.

He was
listening to
the story very
carefully.

Memorized part of the
text

He didn’t express to
the story

He answered
questions he
was
questioned.

He was
listening to
the story
very
carefully.
He answered
questions he
was
questioned.

Understanding of less
frequent words in the
story

He didn’t know less
frequent words

He listens
others’
explanations.

He listens
others’
explanations.

Tactile exploration (afraid
to touch or not, use both
hands to discover,
explore the density, the
texture, hand
exploration, finger
exploration, known to
dissociate the fingers,

He was dragged
into the game – he
was picking up and
throwing the leafs,
he experienced
autumn wind
blowing to her

He just points
with finger to
the objects
during
choosing the
right ones, he
likes showing
how to blow

He joins the
game very
well.

Attitude of the child
while listening to the
story

He was
dragged in the
game, he tried
to fill the tasks
outside.
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using thumb-index, know
how to present the
different parts of the
object, know how to put
the object or animal in
relation to their own
body and space…

cheeks and hands

to the
feathers, he
played with
them, during
building the
bed, he built
different
object

Audio discrimination

He reacted to
sounds from
different distances

He was
carefully
listening

He was
carefully
listening

He behaved well,
cooperated in
group

He is quiet, he
works in pairs
with pleasure.

He is quiet,
he works in
pairs with
pleasure.

He cooperated
in the group,
he behaved
well, he filled
the tasks
outside with
pleasure.

He answers
the questions
after tender.

He answers
the
questions
after tender.

He answered
quietly in
simple
sentences.

Interest for the sounds,
associate a sound to an
origin, qualities of the
formulation, recognizes
the voice of other
participants
Collective attitude
(respect for others,
kindness between them,
the group concept,
mutual help…)

Speaking spontaneously
or after solicitation

He hardly
answered to the
questions.

Active participation to
games / workshops

He didn’t express
himself much, he
was less
spontaneous

He loved
game hide and
seek.

He loved the
game with
finding
objects.

He joined
outside
activities
spontaneously.

Positive strong points

We used all
possibilities for the
best visual
stimulation.

He brought his
cap to the
meeting, he
wanted to
show us –
maybe he
starts to trust
us.

We used all
possibilities
for the best
visual
stimulation.

We used all
possibilities for
the best visual
stimulation.

Specific problem

He was shy

He was still
shy.

He was still
shy.

no
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Children n°3
Participation of the child
Specific conditions for
implementation of the
workshop

Attitude of the child while
listening to the story

workshop 1
yes
Special nursery
school

He was listening
to the story very
carefully.

Memorized part of the
text

He remembered
parts of the text

Understanding of less
frequent words in the
story

He understood of
the vocabulary, he
knew what wind
jacket (anorak) is.

Tactile exploration (afraid
to touch or not, use both
hands to discover, explore
the density, the texture,
hand exploration, finger
exploration, known to
dissociate the fingers,
using thumb-index, know
how to present the
different parts of the
object, know how to put
the object or animal in
relation to their own body

He was dragged into
the game – he was
picking up and
throwing the leafs,
he experienced
autumn wind
blowing to her
cheeks and hands

workshop 2
no

workshop 3
yes

workshop 4
yes

Special
nursery
school

Special
nursery
school+ in the
garden

He was
listening to
the story
very
carefully
(with open
mouth).
He
remembered
the text (but
can’t
remember
the
beginning of
the story).
He
understood
of the
vocabulary.
He
understands
word
“spring”. He
knew what
broom is for.
He enjoyed
haptic
pictures
from the
book, he
explored the
material and
parts of the
pictures.

He wasn’t
listening to
the story very
carefully.

He
remembered
the text.

He
understood of
the
vocabulary.

He was
actively
browsing the
book, using
both hands
during tactile
exploration of
the book.
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and space…

Audio discrimination
Interest for the sounds,
associate a sound to an
origin, qualities of the
formulation, recognizes
the voice of other
participants
Collective attitude
(respect for others,
kindness between them,
the group concept, mutual
help…)

Speaking spontaneously
or after solicitation

Active participation to
games / workshops

He reacted to
sounds from
different distances

He behaved well,
cooperated in group

He
communicated
very well, he
express himself
and willingly
answered the
questions.

He was the most
spontaneous child

He was
carefully
listening.

He was
listening cd,
reacted well
to sound
signal to turn
the page.

During the
He behaved
game “traffic
well.
light” he
helps to
Leontýnka
with picking
right colour.
He answered
He spoke
the
spontaneously
questions
but didn’t
with one
answered the
word. He
questions.
object that
traffic light
has three
colours not
only two.
He asked if
He didn’t join
he can
all the
colour the
activities.
pictures
from the
story at
home. He
found 3
objects in
the game. He
wanted to
try the
blinders as
second but
then didn’t
want to try
again (didn’t
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Positive strong points

We used all
possibilities for the
best visual
stimulation.

like the
feeling he
can’t see
anything).
He was
looking
forward to
next task.

Specific problem

no

no

We used all
possibilities
for the best
visual
stimulation.
He had
occluder, he
didn’t focus.

Children n°4
Participation of the child
Specific conditions
implementation of
workshop

workshop 1
yes

for Special
the school

Attitude of the child while
listening to the story

workshop 2
no
nursery

He was listening
to the story very
carefully.

Memorized part of the He
remembered
text
parts of the text

Understanding of less He understood of
frequent words in the the vocabulary, he
story
knew what wind
jacket (anorak) is.

workshop 3
yes

workshop 4
yes

Special
nursery
school

Special
nursery
school+ in the
garden

He
was
listening to
the
story
very
carefully
(with open
mouth).
He
remembered
the text (but
can’t
remember
the
beginning of
the story).
He
understood
of
the
vocabulary.
He
understands
word
“spring”. He
knew what
broom is for.

He
wasn’t
listening
to
the story very
carefully.

He
remembered
the text.

He
understood of
the
vocabulary.
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Tactile exploration (afraid
to touch or not, use both
hands to discover, explore
the density, the texture,
hand exploration, finger
exploration, known to
dissociate the fingers,
using thumb-index, know
how to present the
different parts of the
object, know how to put
the object or animal in
relation to their own body
and space…
Audio discrimination
Interest for the sounds,
associate a sound to an
origin, qualities of the
formulation,
recognizes
the voice of other
participants
Collective
attitude
(respect
for
others,
kindness between them,
the group concept, mutual
help…)

He was dragged into
the game – he was
picking
up
and
throwing the leafs,
he
experienced
autumn
wind
blowing
to
her
cheeks and hands

He enjoyed
haptic
pictures
from
the
book,
he
explored the
material and
parts of the
pictures.

He
reacted
to
sounds
from
different distances

He
was He
was
carefully
listening cd,
listening.
reacted well
to
sound
signal to turn
the page.

He behaved well,
cooperated in group

Speaking spontaneously
or after solicitation

He
communicated
very well, he
express himself
and
willingly
answered
the
questions.

During the
game “traffic
light”
he
helps
to
Leontýnka
with picking
right colour.
He answered
the
questions
with
one
word.
He
object that
traffic light
has
three
colours not
only two.
He asked if
he
can
colour
the
pictures
from
the
story
at
home.
He
found
3
objects
in

Active participation
games / workshops

to He was the most
spontaneous child

He
was
actively
browsing the
book,
using
both
hands
during tactile
exploration of
the book.

He behaved
well.

He
spoke
spontaneously
but
didn’t
answered the
questions.

He didn’t join
all
the
activities.
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Positive strong points

We
used
all
possibilities for the
best
visual
stimulation.

the game. He
wanted
to
try
the
blinders as
second but
then didn’t
want to try
again (didn’t
like
the
feeling
he
can’t
see
anything).
He
was
looking
forward to
next task.

Specific problem

no

no

We used all
possibilities
for the best
visual
stimulation.
He
had
occluder, he
didn’t focus.

Children n°5
Participation of the child
Specific conditions for
implementation of the
workshop
Attitude of the child while
listening to the story

Memorized part of the text

Understanding of less
frequent words in the
story

workshop 1
no

workshop 2
yes

workshop 3
no

workshop 4
no

Special
nursery school
She wasn’t
listening
carefully, she
didn’t come to
reading with
pleasure.
She didn’t
react, that’s
why it’s
difficult to say
if she
remembered
something.
She didn’t
communicate
viva voce,
that’s why it’s
difficult to say
if she
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understood.
Tactile exploration (afraid
to touch or not, use both
hands to discover, explore
the density, the texture,
hand exploration, finger
exploration, known to
dissociate the fingers,
using thumb-index, know
how to present the
different parts of the
object, know how to put
the object or animal in
relation to their own body
and space…
Audio discrimination
Interest for the sounds,
associate a sound to an
origin, qualities of the
formulation, recognizes
the voice of other
participants
Collective attitude (respect
for others, kindness
between them, the group
concept, mutual help…)

Speaking spontaneously or
after solicitation

Active participation to
games / workshops

She took the
jumping rope
but didn’t try
to jump, she
took the
feather,
played with it,
she build the
bed.

She didn’t
react to the
lullaby, but
she tries to
react to other
sounds.
She didn’t
communicate
viva voce, but
she tried to
cooperate
with other
children.
She didn’t
respond
and talk,
after a
while, she
answered
by whisper
usually
with one
word.
At the
beginning she
wasn’t very
active, but
then she starts
to join in other
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activities.
Positive strong points

We used all
possibilities
for the best
visual
stimulation.
She has
occluder, she
was new in the
group

Specific problem

Children n°6
Participation of the child

workshop 1
no

workshop 2
no

workshop 3
yes

Specific conditions for
implementation of the
workshop

Special
nursery
school

Attitude of the child while
listening to the story

She was
listening
quite
carefully. She
listens it for
the first
time.
She is new in
the group
(her 1st
workshop)
that’s why,
she doesn’t
remember
much.
She didn’t
answer the
questions
(we can’t say
if she
understands
the text)

Memorized part of the
text

Understanding of less
frequent words in the
story

workshop 4
Yes – last 10
minutes
Special nursery
school+ in the
garden
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Tactile exploration (afraid
to touch or not, use both
hands to discover,
explore the density, the
texture, hand
exploration, finger
exploration, known to
dissociate the fingers,
using thumb-index, know
how to present the
different parts of the
object, know how to put
the object or animal in
relation to their own
body and space…
Audio discrimination
Interest for the sounds,
associate a sound to an
origin, qualities of the
formulation, recognizes
the voice of other
participants
Collective attitude
(respect for others,
kindness between them,
the group concept,
mutual help…)

Speaking spontaneously
or after solicitation

She was
dragged into
the game,
she tried to
fill the tasks.
She was
active during
exploring the
pictures in
the book.

She was
dragged into
game, she
tried to fill the
task outside.

She
identified
the sounds
from
different
distances.
She worked
in the group,
she behaved
well. She fill
the tasks
with
pleasure. She
tried to work
in the game
“traffic light”
with help of
adult or
friend Petr.
She
didn’t
respond
and talk
very
much,
she
usually
answered
by
whisper
with one

She
cooperated in
the group, she
behaved well,
she was filling
all the task
outside with
pleasure.

She answered
quietly with
simple
sentences.
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word.

Active participation to
games / workshops

Positive strong points

Specific problem

At the
beginning
she wasn’t
very active,
but then she
starts to join
in other
activities.
We used all
possibilities
for the best
visual
stimulation.
She was new
in the group.

She joined the
activities
outside
spontaneously.

We used all
possibilities for
the best visual
stimulation.
no
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